Abstract. The cyclic prcfix systcrn is used in discreie milltitone channels for frequency domain equalization. This is based on the inversion of samples of the channel frequency response at uniformly spaced points (DFT coefficients). 111 this paper we consider nonuniformly spaced samples of the channel frequency response, c~pecially ocatve-spaced. The anticipated advantage is that for channels with rapidly decaying frequency respwises;, t,herc are relatively fewer equalizer coefficients with unduly large values, and this helps to reduce amplification of channel noise at the receiver. We show how to conibine a wavelet-like filter bank with traditional DFTs to achicve this goal. While the idea appears to he exciting and opens up interesting problems.
INTRODUCTION
Discrete multitone modulation. which today is used in DSL technology, employs the cyclic prefix system lor frequency domain equalization 17). Thc introduction of cyclic-prefix with length equal to tho order of the (FIR) channel c (z) ensures that the channel can be equalized by rising the illverse of C(e1") at ur&ifo?mly sampled se1 of frequencies wk = Irrk/h.I ( Fig. I(a) ) where M is thc block length used in the cyclic prefixing 16). It is well known that when the samples C(ejwk) get very small, the frequency domain equalizers l/C(e'Wk) auiplify channel noise scverely. If the samples can, be crowded more effectively near the regions where \C(e3w)I is large as iu Fig. l(b) , this problem can be reduced significantly. In t h i s paper we develop structures which allow us to obtain such nonuniform samples by using a combination of traditional uniform DMT systems and nonuniform filter banks. While thc idea is quite interesting, further work is required to examine its practical merits. There are a few open problems that still need to be addressed.
Preliminaries. Standard multirate notations (decirna-
tors, expanders. delay chains, and so forth) will he used throughout, and can he found, for example, in (81. Thus 
c(n)z-''
followed by additive noise e(n) (Pig. 4). T h e FIR assrinip tion is usually justified hecause of the channel shorteniug (or timedomain equalization) step that normally precedes cyclic prefixing 141. (Fig. 2) .
Since there are M + L samples in the same duration that was originally occupied hy Af samples, there is a handwidth expansion ratio 7 = (&I + L)/h'f which can be regarded as the price paid for the cyclic prefixing. This means that the symbol spacing at the channel inpiit is closer than the original spacing, as schematized in Fig.   8 . Extensions of the cyclic prefix technique in fractionally spaced equalization, and in blind equalization methods are described in 1 9 1 and (101.
Ill. NONUNIFORM DMT SYSTEMS
We explain the idea of nonuniform D M T with an example, which is readily generalized. The first step in the development is to split the original binary symbol stream into substreams with different symbol spacings. To accomplish this, consider Fig. 9 (a) which shows a twcchannel delay chain filter hank 181 with the perfect reconstruction properly y(ii) = .
( . ) .
Suppose the twc-channel analysis banks are connected in a tree to obtain the system of Fig. 9(b) , and similarly, syntbesis banks connected as in Fig. 9(c) . This analysislsyntliesis system is equivalent to the nononifoorm perfect reconstruction system shown in Fig. 10 . In this system, the input stream x ( n ) is merely partitioned into substreams of different rat.ffi, as denionstrated in the figure. The synthesis system simply interleaves them appropriately to obtain X ( I L ) again. Even though the quantities BL.. A4k, and Lk need not he the same for all the subDMT blocks, we will assume that ~k is the same for all k. This ensures that the inputs to the transmitter filters Fk(z) in Fig. ll(a) have identical symbol spacing for all k. The filter outputs can therefor?
he added to get the signal s ( n ) which is eventually transmitted on the channel. The receiver for the nonuniform DhlT system is shown in Fig. l l ( b ) . Notice that the set of filters { S ( z ) : H~( z ) } acts as a (nonuniform) trnsmultiplexer for the channel as shown separately in Fig. 13 . The channel output r(n) is first separated by the receiver filters H k ( z ) into subbands r y ( n ) . Each of the subband signals then goes through the rereiva countcrpart of the subDhl?' system, as dpscribed in Fig. 12(b) : the cyclic prefix is first removed, then a DFT pcrformed, and finally the unparser generates the received vcrsinn ub(n) of the symbol Stream xk(n). 13"-idenrly yr(n) has different spacing for different k. Interleaving these using the nonuniform delay chain, we finally obtain y(71) which IS the received version of x ( n ) . Needle= to say, if t,he input x ( n ) in Fig. I l ( a ) is not binary but a n arbit,rary signal, we can replace the parser and nnparser in Fig. 12 hy blocking and unblocking operations. Fig. I l ( a ) . This is again an example with four channels, and demonstrates thc main features of the system. The reciprocals of thc dcciniatiorr ratios (2: 4,B.B)
Now consider
add up to nnity. The input buiary stream is first partitioned nonuniformly, and then the sobstreams are processcd by suhDRI'T blocks. Each suhDMT block performs the operation drscribcd in Fig. IZ(a) for the kt,h channel. This can be regarded as the effective channel to be equalized by the kth siibDMT system: Note that the cost of the Alters { F k ( z ) , I l k ( . ) } is typically negligible compared to the costs of the D F T matrices involved in the subDMT systems. For example if M = 256 in a subDMT system, this costs about 256 * 8/2 = 1,024 multiplications at the decimated rate. Assuming that all the DMT systems o p erating at the decimated rate have the same DFT size, the total cost of DMT is 1,024 multiplications at the original rate (i.e., per sample of I(11) in Fig. 11 ).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
While we have used the four-channel nonuniform system az an example throughout, it is possible to get nearly arbitrary tilings of the frequency axis by using nonbinary t r e e structured filter banks (wavelet packets). As the reader can see, the purpose of the paper has mainly been to introduce the idea rather than delve into the details of many of the open problems t h a t remain t o be addressed. We know that Eq.
(1) faithfully represents the transfer function of the kth subchannel. But equally important are the cross talk terms between the channels, which have the form c k , , , ( Z ) [Hk(eju)F,(ej")C(eJ')] F,,(z) and H k ( z ) have very sharp cutoffs, there is always a transition region of overlap which creates interchannel interrererice aiid increases error probability. Finally, even though we assign fewer samples to bands of lower energy (e.g., the band [r.Zn] in Fig. 14(d) ), this channel also has the largest iiiirriber of spnlbols per second (because the decimator and expander are only two-fold, see Fig. 13 ). This will offset, to some extent, Lhe advantage obtained by allocating fcwer frequency samples in that hand! Further work needs to be done to take into account these issues, before the nonuniform cyclic prefix is deemed a practical alternative.
